A powerful, but simple-to-use output management solution for the dynamic formatting and printing of healthcare labels and wristbands.

Transform® Labels and Wristbands
Streamline Patient Access Operations and Reduce Costs Through Automation

Transform® Designer Features:

• Barcode support for more than 150 barcodes, including 2D
• Multilingual spell checker
• Expression logic builder
• Dockable windows for customizable or multi-screen layout
• Output destination logic assistant
• HTML output
• Rich text input
• XML mapping and schema support

Hospital information systems (HIS) have been expertly designed to manage core operational tasks such as registering patients, updating patient demographic data and managing the billing process. While most HIS systems allow for robust input, output may be limited in formatting and barcode functionality, and therefore unable to meet the needs of many healthcare organizations.

Bottomline’s Transform Labels and Wristbands for Healthcare is a powerful, yet easy-to-use next-generation output management solution for enabling the dynamic formatting and printing of patient labels and wristbands. A true enterprise-class solution, Transform automatically generates professional, customized labels and wristbands, streamlining registration and admissions processes while affording facilities broader options for cost-effective label and wristband stock.
Transform Designer enables real-time visualization of the final form project. Within the Designer interface, users simply identify the desired content elements from within the data table and drag them to the desired location on the new label or wristband layout being created.

Dynamic Label and Wristband Design
Transform Labels and Wristbands includes the powerful, yet easy-to-use Transform Designer. This intuitive, graphically-rich design tool allows organizations to save time and money while converting ordinary labels and wristbands without the need for custom coding or application changes. Employing real-time visualization during the design process, Transform Designer allows clients to map inputs, format data and create dynamic layouts for labels and wristbands. The use of drag and drop functionality plus hundreds of other user-driven features eliminates the need for frequent customizations. By including business logic, organizations can further personalize these labels and wristbands, improving the patient experience.

Improving Patient Safety
Patient safety is at the forefront of healthcare organizations’ goals. With the Transform Designer, organizations are able to dynamically include color coding for allergy requirements, patient pictures for positive identification and highlighting for critical clinical data. By providing customized labels and wristbands, healthcare organizations are able to improve patient safety by acting quickly in critical situations to ensure that patients receive the correct treatment.

Independence with Advanced Administration
Given the ever-changing regulatory requirements in the healthcare industry, there is a never-ending need to ensure compliance. Transform Designer allows healthcare organizations to address these evolving requirements on their own, without the wait or cost for vendor support. While providing this valuable independence, the Transform platform also offers increased security and control over the entire label and wristband production process through enterprise deployment and development features. Transform Designer allows segregation of document design responsibilities, while the Transform Deployment Server supports multiple environments, separating testing and production processes to deliver greater security and change controls. The solution can also be scaled to meet a diverse array of individual business requirements for performance, reliability and server up-time through the use of clustering, fail-over, load balancing and disaster recovery implementations.
**Complementary Products and Solutions**

**Transform Business Office for Healthcare**
Transform Business Office for Healthcare enables the dynamic formatting and printing of Accounts Payable (AP) checks, payroll checks and purchase orders (POs). Transform automatically generates standard checks and POs as professional, functional and efficient financial documents, streamlining payables operations while eliminating the cost of pre-printed, obsolescent check stock and purchase orders.

**Transform Output for Healthcare**
Transform Output for Healthcare is an output management solution for formatting, personalizing and delivering transactional Financial, Human Resources, Revenue Cycle Management and ERP output throughout the health care organization. A true enterprise-class solution, Transform moves beyond simple labels and wristbands to convert any standard application output into more attractive, functional and efficient electronic documents for distribution and storage, including face sheets, patient consent forms and registration documents.

**MedEx®**
MedEx helps hospitals streamline the registration process by enabling on-demand access to relevant forms, populated with the most up-to-date patient information, from virtually any information system. Even during system downtime, whether scheduled or unscheduled, MedEx ensures facilities can continue to register patients and produce critical documents via an easy to navigate, HIPAA-compliant user interface. As a result, hospitals can deliver a positive patient experience, ensure accurate patient identification, and realize better outcomes.

**C-Series®**
C-Series Payments is a powerful, scalable and flexible payments and cash management platform that gives healthcare providers a consolidated view of cash positions, and streamlines both paper and electronic payment processes. With C-Series next-generation technology, providers achieve financial health by consolidating and automating discrete data for all payments and financial transactions, and ensuring real-time visibility to cash across multiple systems and bank accounts.

---

**Transform®: Modular, Scalable, Complete**

Transform, Bottomline’s next-generation platform for advanced document processing, provides functionality to support the lifecycle of critical patient access documents such as labels and wristbands. Additionally, its modular approach enables significant flexibility and scalability to grow and change as required for evolving patient access needs.
Hardware & Supplies
Bottomline offers a full array of hardware and supplies to complement our healthcare software offerings, including laser printers and stock for secure checks, pharmacy and prescription labeling, patient ID wristbands and more. Bottomline’s consultative sales representatives work with each customer to select the best solution for your financial and healthcare document needs. For more info, visit http://www.bottomline.com/supplies/index.html.

Additional Transform Platform Modules
Transform Compatibility Packs
Transform Compatibility Packs allow the Transform platform to work seamlessly with Bottomline’s other document automation solutions, including Create!form®, FormScape® and Optio®. This functionality also provides a roadmap to Transform for customers who already have successful Bottomline implementations.

Why Bottomline?
For more than 20 years, Bottomline has been focused on software applications that optimize document-driven processes. As a result, Bottomline possesses both the proven solutions and the tested domain expertise to deliver consistent customer value and significant return on investment.

A leader in payment, document and invoice automation, Bottomline's solutions have been successfully installed for more than 10,000 corporations, financial institutions and healthcare organizations around the globe.